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https://www.natgeotv.com/uk/seconds-from-disaster/videos

Problem: Disaster

When catastrophes strike, it 

is hard to keep track of your 

families and friends who 

aren’t within your radius.



http://www.columbian.com/news/2017/sep/19/major-earthquake-shakes-mexico-city/

Where are my loved ones?

● If your family members 

scattered to different places(ex. 

school, work)

● If you can’t get a hold of them

● During emergency, you might 

not know the safest place to 

evacuate to or don’t remember 

rendezvous spot



Solution: App.a Help!
The web application that allows users:

● To organize a group and pin point rendezvous (pre-designated)

● To receive alerts about any natural disasters near by

● To navigate through safest route to the safe evacuation spot

● To check in with each members in a group

● To meet and ensure that everyone is accounted for, once they reach the 

designated spot



Navigating to the designated 
point

Using google api

https://i.kinja-img.com/gawker-media/image/upload/t_original/kqrytcimqdxpeqjjy1si.jpg



Receive alerts
● Receive alerts about any natural disasters near the area

● Look at a map for directions to the rendezvous point

● Checks in the user, once they reach the rendezvous point

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bb/Virginia_earthquake_evacuation.jpg



Checks in Safety
Once they reach the rendezvous point,  

Unless, 

http://blogs.redcross.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Nepal-crying-family-BLOG.jpg https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bb/Virginia_earthquake_evacuation.jpg



Summary
App.a Help is a website that will help users keep track of loved ones when 

disasters strike. The website allows for users to also check for directions in 

order to find the desired meet up location. We aspire to keep working on this 

project and add more complex functionality. For example, once we finish the 

initial project we want to create a mobile app that syncs the user’s phone with 

the website; so they can receive push notifications to alert of any changes with 

the disasters.


